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Hong Kong, July 2021   

‘Top 50 Financial Institutions Recruiting’ is published by a newly established Financial Talent Research 

Team under WILL-Foundation (www.willyouth.org), a financial community that connects institutions 

and talents.  

 

These top 50 financial institutions are selected by our research team that set up by a group of current 

student interns from local academic institutions. After the statistical study of preferred companies of 

students at different universities and the research of job vacancies, the team integrated a list of the top 50 

financial institutions recruiting under pandemic. This characteristic is crucial as this research focuses on 

the desired institutions of most students that are capable of providing vacancies to people in Hong Kong. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       Source: Financial Talent Research Team 

5 useful job-hunting channels are also provided for job hunters to find their jobs: 

 

The Financial Talent Research Team has noticed that many jobs are still offered by big companies in the 

above job-hunting channels and career portals of different universities, indicating that not all posts are 

devastated by the pandemic. We hope that applicants can stay optimistic and try their best to secure 

opportunities.  

William Kwok, founder of www.willyouth.org stated that the platform is constructive and meaningful to 

the talents who plan their career path in the financial market. His current task is to explore the financial 

support or sponsors to establish this financial community with offering more job coaching program and 

events to as much as talents. Eventually, both social and economic would be benefited.  

For details about our research, please read: www.willyouth.org/research 
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